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ABSTRACT
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While visual analytics holds potential for assisting users to
make timely sense of vast quantities of complex data, research into providing such tools is stymied by the lack of
real-world records of the process used by analysts. Visualization researchers are able to develop tools and gather usage and insight data from their collaborators, but analytical
provenance “in the large” is missing. In this position paper,
I briefly outline the benefits and need for a collection of the
visual analysis process, and end with a call to action.
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Figure 1. By gathering metrics from usage data of a network visualization tool, the visualization was improved [5]. This visualization depicts
a more efficient traversal of the visualization parameter space.

H.5.2 Information Interfaces and Presentation: User Interfaces—Theory and Methods
THE GROWING FOCUS ON PROCESS INFORMATION

generated by these interactions—the fruit of the visualization. Recent work has begun to address this issue [7]. A
melding of these two approaches is the goal of the analytical
provenance research thrust. Some initial success in this area
I overview next, to demonstrate the benefits of this research.

Visual analytics combines data processing, visualization, and
analysis in order to make decisions and solve tasks. Like
all analysis problems, it is an iterative process with possible
loops, restarts, and conclusions [12, 13]. The visualization
and the analysis is ideally a tight loop, where exploration
of the visualization parameter space sparks new insights and
analysis of the previous results suggests new avenues of investigation or conclusions. As such, methods to model and
capture the user’s visualization exploration facilitate understanding the possible insights garnered via that exploration.

BENEFITS OF PROCESS ANALYSIS
Metrics for Visual Exploration

Given a formal representation of a visual exploration, it is
natural to attempt to quantify its effectiveness. To this end,
quantitative metrics are used as a starting point to evaluate
the session. Both the GDE [9] and the P-Set model [5] provide such metrics. These use different graph measures to describe the visualization: How redundant it was, how broad it
was, and so on. Figure 1 demonstrates one of graphs generated during this analysis: It shows cliques within parameter
sets, were a link indicated a shared parameter value. This
graph is significantly tighter than the graph of the original
visualization of the same data, showing a less scattered exploration. Using the feedback from the various metrics, the
redesigned visualization increased the overall efficiency of
exploration (a measure of the lack of redundant result generation) from 70% to 85% in common cases [5].

Over the past decade, there has been a growing interest in
methods to capture, represent, or analyze the visual exploration process. Broadly, these can be categorized into two
approaches: Tree-like representations of the process (e.g.,
VisTrails [1] and Tableau [4]) and graph-based representations (e.g., the GDE [10] and P-Set [6] models). All of these
capture the fundamental operation of visual exploration:
The application of a set of parameter values to the visualization transform to generate a visualization result [6]. However, lacking from these models is a notion of the insight
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Provenance for Improving Exploration

While the metrics above were used to improve the design of
a visualization (and thus the insights gained from it), provenance information has also be used to improve the process
directly. VisTrails [1] captures the changes of parameters
1

and visualization pipelines during exploration. To accelerate
the creation of visualizations, the VisTrails team collected
a database of over 2,800 pipelines from their provenance
in order to suggest possible pipelines as a user constructs
them [8]. Their predictions eliminated 30–75% (50% on average) construction operations. Such optimizations do not
lead directly to insight from the visualization, but they do
accelerate the discovery of such insights.

boon for the development of tools; the gathering of contest’s insight process would as well.
A concerted effort in establishing visual analytics is now
paying dividends; our next investment should be in understanding how to better improve the insights derived from
such analysis.
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